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An international snapshot – PISA 2009
On average, the
difference between 1st
generation and nonimmigrant kids exceeds
as much as one school
year’s progress
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The gap between
immigrant and nonimmigrant narrows
considerably once SES is
taken into account.
However, there is still a
gap after controlling for
SES suggesting there are
educational challenges
directly attributable to their
immigrant status.

EAL achievement gap by age – England
2013
Strand, Malmberg & Hall, 2015
By end of Reception, 44%
EAL achieve ‘good level of
development’ on EYFSP
relative to 54% (i.e., odds
of achieving a ‘good’ are
33% lower for EAL)
Achievement gap narrows
as child gets older, and at
KS4 EAL matched or higher
than non-EAL on
Mathematics and MFL
EAL maths score
consistently higher than
English at KS2 and KS4
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Risk Factors
Strand et al, 2015
• Most risk factors broadly the same for EAL and FLE: SEN, FSM, IDACI,
age (younger < older (2 mths)), gender (boys < girls (1 mth))
• Four main risk factors other than the usual suspects:
– Ethnic group/First Language
– International Arrival during the Key Stage (proxied by absence of a
prior attainment score): - 15% of EAL vs 2% FLE had no prior
attainment score, no association for achievement with FLE but 12
mths for EAL
– Pupil Mobility:- EAL student joining primary school in Y5/6 had lower
achievement than those joining in Y3/4 or those who were in the same
school throughout KS2 – more negative associations for EAL than FLE
– Region: EAL outside London = 4 mths lower but Yorkshire &
Humberside, 8 mths
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Murphy & Unthiah (2015)
Systematic review of English language/literacy interventions
• identify and review controlled intervention studies which
focused on and/or included EAL pupils’ English language and
literacy development
• identify the quality of these studies re: their contribution to
understanding teaching and learning for EAL pupils
• identify intervention programmes which might be most suited
to the UK/English context
• further research? Gaps in literature?
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Summary/implications
Murphy & Unthiah, 2015
• Very limited research outside US context
– Urgent need for more controlled intervention studies examining ways to enhance
English language/literacy development in children with EAL – particularly w.r.t the
most at risk sub-groups identified in Strand et al (2015).
• Most interventions included some form of explicit vocabulary/word-level
instruction
– Teaching vocabulary, particularly Academic Vocabulary, can have positive effects
on children’s reading and comprehension (e.g., Word Generation Intervention)
• Teaching word analysis strategies can also be effective
– Teaching all the words a child needs to know is impossible, hence an intervention
which focuses on word-analysis strategies can have a positive impact (e.g.,
morphological decomposition)
• Children who are ‘at risk’ and/or struggle with reading accuracy (decoding) can
benefit from interventions targeting word analysis, phonemic/phonological
awareness
– Strand et al’s analysis identifying more at risk sub-groups in the UK context might
enable us to provide more targeted support
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Summary/Implications, con’t
Murphy & Unthiah, 2016
• Students who are good readers (i.e., decoding) but are weak in comprehension
can benefit from interventions which target explicit vocabulary teaching
– Poor comprehenders are less visible in the classroom due to advanced
conversational skills and good single word reading skills. Explicit focus on word
(semantic) knowledge, particularly with academic vocabulary and less frequent
words can be beneficial
• A Comparative lack of interventions looking at CPD and inservice training for
teachers.
– Teachers need support in their work with children with EAL and we need to offer
them (more) evidence-based in service training
• The role of the home (and home language environment) is under-represented in
intervention research
– Research has illustrated a facilitative effect of developing the home language
(literacy) knowledge. We therefore need to do more research exploring how to
effectively support home language knowledge in linguistically diverse classrooms
in the UK
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An Example: Word Generation
wordgen.serpmedia.org
Session 1
Reader’s Theater
Comparing Parents to Pharaohs

proposal
•• value
• revolution
• proposal
• value • oppressive order
• revolution
• stability
2proposal • •value
Session
2
order • proposal • Session
value
revolution
• order
stability
order • proposal • Session
value • oppressive
• revolution
stability
2
order• •oppressive
• oppressive
• • revolution
stability• oppressiveorder
• proposal
• value • oppressive • revolution • stability
Session• 2
Session
5 • stability
order • proposal • value • oppressive • revolution • stability
Session 4
order • proposal • value • oppressive • revolution
• stability
Class Discussion
Building Background Knowledge
Building Background Knowledge Building Background Knowledge
Writing
It’s Debate Time!
Identifying Different Perspectives and Support
The Gift of the Nile
Why would a pharaoh want to be known as a god?
The Gift of the Nile
The Gift of the Nile
an Argumentative Essay
Raul, Ingrid, Tray, and Tiana
Preparing for Writing
the Debate

Session 1

Setting: Tiana, Tray, and Ingrid are walking to school together. They stop to pick up their friend Raul. Since he hasn’t
who controlled everything, even nature. Think about what this meant
In this unit, you will debate whether the pharaohs’ actions created
enough
order
and=stability
to justify their power.The
TheEgyptians believed their pharaohs were gods
COOPERATION
SURVIVAL
FLOODS
AND
GODS
Todayis:you will write a brief essay responding to the debate question:
been answering their phone calls, Tiana knocks loudly on his door. After a minute, Raul storms out of his house.
for the Egyptians and fill in the
boxes
below:
The
debate
question
Clato
imdo
1: with how the pharaohs ran ancient Egypt and why they ruled the way they
geography of ancient Egypt had a lot
the SeasoninofJune,
the Inundation
was in
over,
the Nile
returned
to normal.
Farmers went to work for the next eight
Raul’s parents
EveryWhen
year, beginning
the Nile floods
a regular
way.
It was this
flood that
If the characters in the passage had a Spacebook debate,
are
Here
you will
read
some
information
about Egypt’s
geography
and
discuss
your ideas
classmates
inyear that kept Egyptian farms stable and strong. But, to make the best
Raul: I swear! My parents are like…oppressors!
Raul: did.
I’m way
ahead
of you,
Tiana.
I did
suggest going
oppress
ive. Tak
months
growing
food. civilization
Itwith
wasyour
this possible.
new
soil each
Raul’s cell pho
there would be two sides, or claims. The two claims are
Were the
pharaohs
morethan
oppressive
than
necessary
or justified
in their actions by
made
they ancient
Egyptian
People
watched to see if the Nile Were the pharaohs
ing awa
more
oppressive
necessary
or justified
in their
actions by
somewhere more affordable,
and
my parents said,
“No!” ne to
for the big
debate
Tiana: What?
use
the enough,
fertile land,
the Egyptians
had
value of
cooperation.
They
had to get along and work
together.
They
to
he does not care save money for
defined in the boxes to thepreparation
right. Each character
would
have ahead.
som
be of
deep
actually
measuring
thetoheight
the flood with
a Nilometer
ethi
the
need
tohad
keep
order?
ng
thehold
need
to
keep
order?
about is unjustifiwould
Honestly,
I think
they each
just want
support
either Claim
1 or Claim
2. Then,
wouldother parents to be
build dikes
to keep
floodwaters
out ofEgyptians
villages. They
had believing
toand
build
catch
basins
for use
during dry months.
ed. picture
Raul: My parents! They act like those peopletowe’ve
been
(see
below).
If it was
deep enough,
celebrated
moved
out
of towas
I think
the pharaoh
awater
god was
a GOOD
I think believing the pharaoh was a god was a BAD
impressed
because
they
take
their
kids
to
Disney
World.
provide
reasons to support his or her claim in the comments
They
had
towater
build canals
to covered
get watertheir
to all
the fields
nearby.
AllEgyptians
of this
planning. It took lots of rules and decisions
studying in social studies, the pharaohs in ancient
Egypt.
its way
while
the
rose and
farmland.
For
four
months,
thetook
flood
thing
for the
because…
thing for the Egyptians because…
aunt
and
took
their
kidsdebate
to the Grand Canyon
box. Fill in the blanksMy
below
getuncle
a sense
of how
the
A to
LONG-LASTING
CIVILIZATION
byblack,
thousands
officials.
good argumentative
You have severalAsources
of evidence to essay
use in includes:
formulating a position on this debate topic: how each of the four
They’re oppressive!
spread
moist,offertile
soil all over the lands near the river. Egyptians called
lasttwo
summer
theytocan’t
stop
Ancient
Egypt
would go between the
sides. and
Be sure
include
attalking
least about it. My
this the “Season of the Inundation.” Egyptians believed the flood was controlled by pharaohs described on page 8 acted, what the carvings on page 9 suggest about them, how you filled in the talk
Tiana: So you’re saying that your parents collect
taxes
Ancient
Egypt
onetoof
thegood,
world’s
mostreally
important and
parents
are doing
thisisjust
look
so they
one focus word in each
update.
bubbles on page 10 analyzing
their
likely actions,
the information
about
Egypt’s
the
god
Hapi,
who
was
often
portrayed
as
a
caring
god
who
helped
to
make
sure
A
clear
answer
to
the
debate
questionyou
thathave
states
your
claim.geography, and the
1.
PHARAOHS
CREATE
ORDER
from you and force you to build pyramids? Right. Okay.
ing
2:
Tak
im
valued
ancient
civilizations.
Founded
over
5,000
years
ago,
are like the pharaohs of ancient Egypt. They makeCla
ive.Period
Early
2950-2686 BCE
ress
NOT opp
knowledge that there was a constant threat of famine. Pick ONE PHARAOH whose actions support your group’s position
thatimp
order
existed
family among gods and men. His work in causing the Nile to flood
parents arehave
nt
ortastarted
Raul’s
Raul: No! But they canceled our family cell phone plan so
decisions
that make them
look
without
listening
to
the civilization
lasted
forgreat
almost
3,000
years.
Historians
an This
with the pharaoh. Egypt had a large government with a king called
a pharaoh
who
was fill
known
the “Lord
ne forhelped
and,
with your
group,
theas
form
below
to get
on your
debate position.
Egypt. Ancient Egyptians so valued this yearly flood that the Greek
Raul’s cell pho
Two
or
more
pieces
of started
evidence
that support
the claim.
2. in
they can save money for some dumb family vacation to
anyone
or caring
how Egypt
other people
feel. of time awa
broken
ancient
into periods
thaty represent
Old
Kingdom
2575-2125
BCE
of
Two
Lands”
and
the
“High
Priest
of
Every
Temple.”
As
the
“Lord
of
Two
Lands,”
the
pharaoh
owned
the
black
land
and
.
ified
historian Herodotus called Egypt “the gift of the Nile” (The Histories, Book 2,
erience is just
exp
Disney World. I can’t call or text my friends anymore! My
in pharaohs
boundaries,
some
elements
of
the red land, made laws and rules to create order, collected taxes, and protected
Egypt from
Ancient
Tray: changes
Yeah, some
did leaders,
do some and
pretty
harsh
We support
the enemies.
position that
the pharaohs were:
Chapter
5).
life is practically over.
An explanation
1st Intermediate
Periodthe pharaoh2125-2010
BCE “High Priest of Every Temple”—and that it was the3.
thingsculture.
and theYet,
people
didn’tof
have
a say, 2950
but – 332 BCE
Egyptians believed
was a god—the
pharaoh’s
duty to of how the evidence supports the claim.
for most
thismuch
time of
period,
Tiana: Sounds rough. Glad my parents didn’t do that.
pharaohs
did provide
order
the civilization,
which like
keep everything orderly, even nature itself. When a pharaoh died, Egyptians believed
that his
rule continued
in the
(Before
Common
Era),tocertain
characteristics
oppressive
than necessary.
▢ more
An
Egyptian
Middle
Kingdom
2055-1630
BCE
A conclusion
that summarizes the claim.
They’re pro-democracy.
benefited
everyonelanguage,
overall.
afterlife, where he made sure that order and stability were maintained among the gods. Pharaohs 4.
ordered
the
government,
and religion remained nearly the
Nilometer
usedprepare
justified
in their
actions
the need to keep order.
construction of pyramids because they believed that these buildings
would
for the
afterlife.
The by
pyramid
▢ them
Raul: Stop messing with me. Can’t you see I’m in pain
Ingrid:
Exactly.
Like
pharaohs,
your
parents
are Egypt is that it
same.
The
firstthe
thing
to know
about
ancient
2ndcontained
Intermediate
Period the pharaoh
1630-1539
BCEto continue totouphold
measure
thein the afterlife.
everything
would need
order
Today you will write a brief essay responding to our debate question:
here?
making
sure for
thatayou
andlong
yourtime—about
brother and 10
sister
have
lasted
long,
times
the entire history
height
of
the
My
group
is
focusing
on
Pharaoh
________________________
.
stability
in your
lives.States!
Even though they
don’t have
I support
Claim much
____ and my reason is:
of the
United
Tiana: Well, how do your brother and sister feel about all
New Kingdom
1539-1069 BCE
yearly flood.
money, they want to make sure you can still go on family
of this? If you all feel wronged, maybe you can stage a
vacations
like
everyone
else.
Are
you
sure
your
parents
revolution and get your parents to give your cell phones
RaulTURN AND TALK
Our claim can be supported by the following pieces of evidence.
3rd Intermediate Period CONNECTING
1069-664
BCE
TO SCIENCE:
FLOODS
are only
doingatthis
look School
good?
back.
Studies
Coolto
Middle
e 3:
What
you
think
haveRaul
caused
U.S.A.
enc
:
Tiana: From
Raul,Downtown,
let medo
take
this
one.might
So Ingrid,
can’tEgypt
text to be so
Late Period
664-332
BCEthat is normally
Raul: They both could care less! My older brother has a
Evid
A flood occurs
when land
claim
Interests:
Fighting
parental
stable
for
such
a
long
time?
Evidence #1: _________________________________________________________________________________
his
friends
and
that’s
causing
some
major
instability
in
his
My
job after school, so he can pay for his own cell phone
above
water
is
covered
in
water.
From
a
oppression,
texting
for
freedom
life. His social life is over without a cell phone. His
plan. My nerdy baby sister is antisocial and never calls or
scientific perspective, the flooding of the Nile is
parents
canGEOGRAPHY
keep the family
more
order
by keeping
This piece of evidence shows Pharaoh __________ was ▢ more oppressive than necessary or ▢ justified by the need
texts anyone. I’m the only victim in this whole deal, and
I support
Claim ____ and my reason is:
THE
OF
THEinNILE
caused by rainfall far to the south that causes
the phones and vacationing in some place other than the
it’s just plain wrong.
the waterfar
level
in the
riveroftoEgypt
rise. This water
Ancient expensive
Egypt was“Magic
built around
the Nile River in northeast Africa. The Nile starts in highlands
to the
south
magnificently
Kingdom.”
Tray: Look, man, think about it from your parents’
to keep order, because _________________________________________________________________________
Ingrid
makes
its
way
north
into
Egypt
and
spreads
flowsyou
north
all the way to the Mediterranean Sea. The following NASA photo shows the
Raul: itself.
Ugh!
IIthope
guysmore
don’tthan
mind4,000
gettingmiles
emails
perspective. They probably feel awful about not being
Studies
at Cool
Middle
School
across
the low-lying
around
part
of the Nile the ancient Egyptians called home, as seen from above. In the image, you
can see
the greenland
fertile
landthe Nile.
from me.
From Downtown, U.S.A.
able to pay for vacations and cell phones at the same
___________________________________________________________________________________________ .
on
either
side
of
the
river.
In
ancient
Egypt
this
was
known
as
the
“black
land.”
Near
the
sea,
the
river
fans
out
into
many
Cairo, Nilometer. by Berthold Werner
Interests:
Stability and happiness
time. They had to make a hard choice and they decided
Tray: What’s
email?
for younger
streams
in siblings
an area shaped like a triangle (see photo on the next page).TURN
The triangular
Why does it support my claim?
AND TALKarea is called the Delta. It is also
to go with a vacation that’s going to give you great family
Raul: Right. Well, I guess going to Disney World works
very
fertile.
Some
of
the
most
important
Egyptian
cities
were
located
right
at
the
point
where
the
Nile
branches
out
into
memories for a long, long time.
out since my only friends from now onI support
will be Claim
mice and
____ and my reason is:
According
to land.”
the paragraph
above,
the ancient
Egyptians were very happy
the Delta. The green strip, however, is surrounded by oppressive desert—the
“red
The desert
actually
protected
Evidence #2: _________________________________________________________________________________
Raul: Tray, I’m not saying I don’t value time with my
ducks.
:
when the flood was big. What do you think their reaction was when the flood
2
Egypt from its enemies because it was difficult for an army to cross through the hot, waterless terrain. But how did fertile
nce
family. Of course I do! They have my back. But my friends
was small? Why? What did the Egyptians believe caused the floods in the first
Tray
vide
This piece of evidence shows Pharaoh __________ was ▢ more Eoppressive
than necessary or ▢ justified by the need
Whatland
You’ll
Be Learning
in This
exist
in the middle
of Unit
a huge desert?
TURN
are important to me too, and I need my cell phone to
place?
ShareAND
yourTALK
ideas with a partner and then write what an Egyptian
Studies at Cool Middle School
1:
nce
have their backs! Losing touch with my friends doesn’t
e
In thisFrom
week’s
social studies
Downtown,
U.S.A. lesson you will learn about
farmer
would
say
on
the
lines
below.
Make
sure
the
farmer
fully
explains
his
id
Ancient Egyptians could predict when the
Ev
The
water
seem worth going on a vacation to hang out with my
Interests:
order and
ancient
Egypt Appreciating
and its pharaohs.
The pharaohs were more
to keep order, because _________________________________________________________________________
reaction!
yearly floods would begin and could
aerial view of the Nile
tough decision-making
flows north.
family. I’m with them all the time.
than powerful
rulers. They were believed to be godsAn
with
measure the height of the flood to know
According
the passage,
deserts on either side of
the would
supernatural powers.
Peopletothought
that thethe
pharaohs
What
an much
Egyptian
say? be able to
___________________________________________________________________________________________ .
Ingrid: Raul, sometimes you have to take a hit for the
how
foodfarmer
they would
I support
Claim ____
and my reason
is:
Nile
were
good
for keeping
enemies
away.
watched over Egypt even after they
were
dead.
The
team. Think of your baby sister! Disney World may be
grow. Why do you think they believed it
The floods are caused by ________________
pharaohs owned all the land and controlled the people
nothing to you, but I bet going there is like a dream come
was
a
god
that
controlled
the
flood?
Tiana
who lived
there.
_________________________________________
_______
true for her. Doesn’t her happiness seem worth
Studies at Cool Middle School
Evidence #3: _________________________________________________________________________________
sacrificing your cell phone?
What From
You’llDowntown,
Be Debating
U.S.A.in This Unit
__________________________________________
_____________
TURN AND TALK
Tiana: Hey, I’m all for making baby sisters happy no
against
SomeInterests:
say the Revolutions
pharaohs were
oppressive–their treatment
This piece of evidence shows Pharaoh __________ was ▢ more oppressive than necessary or ▢ justified by the need
overpriced
vacations
matter what pains they can be, but I also don’t think it’s
you propose
some
why the
deserts may not have
_________________________________________
_______________ .
and controlCan
of ancient
Egyptians
was reasons
unjust because
the
right to destroy Raul’s happiness for an overpriced,
beentreated
good for
thecruelly,
Egyptians?
those
pharaohs often
them
and noShare
one else
hadreasons with a
overrated trip to see a bunch of grown people dressed
does it support my claim?
Why does it support my claim?
to keep order, becauseWhy
_________________________________________________________________________
partner
downsay
thethat
best
up floods are small, ______________________
to
If the
_____________________________
a say in how
things and
werethen
run. write
But others
thereason
way you both come
far
ll
CLASS
DISCUSSION
Rainfa
up as mice and ducks. Raul, why don’t you propose a
pharaohs treated
and controlled the people was justified
with here.
south
theclaim
cheaper and less commercial vacation destination to
___________________________________________________________________________________________
.
Which
above is stronger
and why? Use this response and the table above to help you participate in the class
____________________________________
____________________________________________________
because they built a powerful civilization that lasted for
your parents, one that won’t force them to cut off your
discussion.
centuries. In the debate, you’ll have the opportunity to
____________________________________________________
cell phones?
take a side and defend your position.
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Vocabulary and reading

• We know vocabulary is a strong predictor of reading
comprehension (e.g., Nation & Snowling, 2004; Cain

et al., 2004; Roth et al., 2002)
• We know children with EAL have less vocabulary
knowledge (small vocabulary sizes) than NS children

(e.g., Cameron, 2002; Bialystok et al., 2010)
• Vocabulary is typically measured through estimates
of breadth (e.g., BPVS, TOWK)
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What about other types of vocabulary
knowledge?
Multi-word phrases
• Martinez & Murphy (2011)
– Adult L2 learners of English (intermediate +)
– Measure of reading comprehension of texts
which differed on idiomaticity but matched
vocabulary
– Measure of self-perceived comprehension

12

exact
same
words

all very
frequent
words
(top
2,000)
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Let me tell you about my home. Itʼs on this little hill out in
the country. But Iʼm not far from the city (I donʼt like the
city – do you?) – not much time to get here. I canʼt wait to
show you a photo… or you can call me to come over to
see in person! 07786 237 679

I donʼt get out much – itʼs about time I do. Iʼm not from
here – this country or city. (But I like this country.) Iʼm far
from home. Iʼm a little over the hill, let me tell you, but you
canʼt tell! (I can show you my photo, or wait to come see
me in person!) Call me on 07786 554 0978

Martinez & Murphy (2011) results
• Significantly higher
accuracy for less
idiomatic texts
• For non-idiomatic text:
– No difference
between actual and
reported
comprehension
• For idiomatic text:
– Significant difference
between actual vs.
reported where
reported was overestimated.
14

Kan & Murphy (in prog)
– Aim to extend (Martinez & Murphy 2011) to EAL in England
– Participants:- 22 non-EAL and 22 EAL; Years 3 to 6, matched
on BPVS and nonverbal IQ
– Both language groups had higher comprehension scores on the
texts that were less idiomatic
– No diff between language groups on less idiomatic texts but
lower comprehension for EAL on more idiomatic (after BPVS
covaried out)
– Both non-EAL and EAL overestimated comprehension for
idiomatic texts.
– Original Martinez & Murphy (2011) replicated with EAL (and
non-EAL) suggesting that this type of vocabulary is potentially a
challenge for primary school children
15

Collocational knowledge
Smith & Murphy, 2015
•

Purpose to develop a test that could tap into multi-phrase
knowledge in L1 and EAL

•

•L1: significant increase between Years 3 and 4 on
transparent, and semi-transparent, but not on nontransparent. Increase between years 4 and 5 on nontransparent.

•

• EAL: no difference between years 3 and 4. Year 5 >
than year 4 on semi- and non-transparent items.

•

Suggests a different developmental trajectory?

•

• multi-word task accounts 25% in YARC comprehension
controlling for language background, WASI, TOWK &
BPVS.

•
•
•

Multi-word knowledge might therefore:
a) develop differently in EAL relative to L1 children
b) be an important predictor of reading
(comprehension)
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Other vocabulary findings…
• McKendry & Murphy (in prep):- EAL students (year 5) show
differences in idiom comprehension (IC) compared to nonEAL
– When associating IC to YARC, more significant
relationships between IC and reading comprehension for
EAL than EL1:
• IC predicts performance on YARC over and above vocab for EAL
• Not so for the EL1 students

• Hessel & Murphy (in prep):- EAL students have lower scores
than non-EAL (matched on receptive vocabulary) on
metaphor comprehension.
17

So what?
• These studies, while preliminary, do indicate nuanced
differences in multiword vocabulary knowledge between EAL
and EL1 even when matched on nonverbal IQ,
comprehension, and receptive vocabulary.
• They also show significant relationships between knowledge
of multiword phrases and reading comprehension
• Minimally, we need to do more work to better understand the
componential nature of vocabulary knowledge in EAL
– and identify the precise relationship between productive
vocabulary and other aspects of vocabulary knowledge, and
in turn their contribution to literacy
18

Some myths about vocabulary teaching and
learning
•Explicit teaching doesn’t work
For learners who have sparse vocabulary knowledge, and who need to learn lots of words
quickly in order to catch up, explicit teaching of some carefully chosen words can be very
productive and efficient.

•Word meanings can usually be inferred from context
- Cleopatra's subjects were amazed at her pulchritude.
- Cleopatra was popular because of her beauty; her subjects commented approvingly on
her pulchritude.

•We can learn a word from just a few exposures
-Multiple exposures are needed to nail down the meaning, to get clear exactly how the
word is used, and to be sure it is remembered.

•Word meaning is simple—a word means what it means
-His problems continued to dog him; Let's table the motion and consider it tomorrow.

•Students know when they don't know words
-we should not be fooled into thinking that poorer readers always know what words they
don't know.

•If you can spell/pronounce a word you know it
19

-knowing about meaning and use is much more important than just being able to say the
word correctly when it is encountered in print.

Proven approaches to word learning

20

•Meaningful exposures
These exposures should not be memorization exercises, but rather meaningful
interactions with words in a variety of different contexts.
•Meaningful use
-Students should think actively about what words mean and how those words
connect to other words and be encouraged to use the words they are exposed to!
•Polysemy
-Providing access to these meanings and direct instruction about when these
various meanings are applicable will help students develop deeper understanding
of words.
•Structural analysis
-teaching students to recognize the various elements of a word is a highly effective
means of expanding their vocabularies (Nagy, 1999). E.g. the prefix un- (unhappy,
undo) can be used to begin deciphering the meaning of many words.
•Cognate identification
Cognates are a good source of information for English language learners, where
possible

Future directions
A monolingual mindset in a multilingual world…
• More research!! Particularly longitudinal and interventions
– on language & literacy, CPD, parent/family support, L1
maintenance …
• More funding!! Lack of EMAG ring fencing might mean a very
different future for achievement of EAL pupils in the future
• More well-developed ITE:- even the best OfSTED rated teacher
education programmes have very little focus on pupils with EAL.
• Abolish the hegemony of monolingualism! – Schools are
increasingly bilingual, Assessment is monolingual. Are English
schools serving the population?
21
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